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One of the more obscure panels was this one at Laverton. It was provided on 15 February 1985 in preparation for the provision of the
new junction to the Altona line (provided on 2 March 1985 and opened on 11 April 1985). It replaced a panel provided on 18 February
1968 for the duplication between Werribee and Laverton. The new panel was regularly used for about 18 months until 11 October 1986
when Newport took remote control of the interlocking at Laverton. Since that time the panel has remained available for local operation if
needed, but this would have been rare indeed and may only have occurred when necessary to ensure staff remained qualified in its
operation.

The unilever panel was constructed by the Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company (Australia) Ltd and has many interesting
features. Two rows of signal levers were provided which made for a compact layout. On the left of the panel are the express and stopping
pushbuttons; white pushbuttons are for stopping trains and yellow are for express. It appears that special pushbuttons were provided
for the level crossing at Aircraft, but exactly how these worked is not clear. Below the pushbuttons is the 5P keyswitch for remote/local
operation. Lever 40, sleeved in this view, appears to have been the original closing lever (as it was in the 1968 panel) until the junction
was provided and then it became spare.

The panel was abolished on 28 February 2009 when No 3 Road was removed, the first stage of providing three platforms at Laverton.
Photo taken by Chris Gordon on 27 February 2009.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY MARCH 20, 2009,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: � Jim Black, Wilfrid Brook, Graeme Cleak, Glenn Cumming, Graeme Dunn, Vance Findlay, Michael
Formaini, Ray Gomerski, Bill Johnston, Keith Lambert, David Langley, Steve Malpass, Bruce McCurry,
Trevor Penn, Brian Sherry, Laurie Savage, Colin Rutledge, Andrew Waugh, Andrew Wheatland, Bob
Whitehead and Ray Williams.

Apologies: � Mark Bau, Jon Churchward, Brett Cleak, Chris Gordon, Judy Gordon, Chris King, Tom Murray, Greg
O�Flynn, Peter Silva & Stuart Turnbull.

The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:35 hours, following the 2009 Annual
General Meeting.

Minutes of the February 2009 Meeting: � Accepted as published.  Andrew Wheatland / Bill Johnston.  Carried.
Business Arising: �  Nil.
Correspondence: �  Letter to Goldman Sachs J B Were advising change of address for bank statements.

Letter to Ron Woods of Alfredton welcoming him to membership of the SRSV.
Letter to Victrack Access requesting vehicle access to SRSV rooms at Seymour be reinstated due to large
gates being erected across station access road at Seymour. Steve Malpass / Ray Williams.  Carried.
The letter re the gates at Seymour was discussed at length.  Was the level crossing closed illegally?  This
matter will be pursued with the various authorities.

Reports: � Nil.
General Business: � The Secretary advised that the Committee is considering the purchase of a data projector for use at

SRSV meetings because of the increase in digital photography.  A discussion on this matter followed.
The Secretary advised that the Committee proposed to undertake some repairs and improvements to the
Archive Rooms at Seymour subject to the matter re the gates at Seymour being resolved.
When the works at the Archive Rooms are complete, additional shelving and plan presses will be
acquired for use at Seymour.
The current works between Seymour and Albury were discussed at length.  A summary of the discussion
follows: �
* Concrete sleeper gang is currently working at Mangalore
* Proposed working of the former Broad Gauge Line was discussed
* The current Standard Gauge Line is expected to be re-sleepered with concrete sleepers.  The proposal

involves moving all SG traffic on to the West (former BG) SG Line to allow the 1962 SG Line to be
concrete sleepered

* V/Line Passenger to commence SG operations however V/Line rollingstock work for SG has not
commenced

* Seymour works will progress from July to September 2009 however the Seymour yard re-arrangement
is still being designed

* Arrangements at Wodonga were discussed
* Albury platform arrangements for passenger trains were discussed
* Wodonga log traffic was discussed and is still being carried by road at present
The SG loops at Kilmore East and Tallarook have not yet been commissioned and it is not known when
this will happen.
Vance Findlay described a proposal for a new bridge across the Yarra River to provide rail access to
Webb Dock.
Colin Rutledge reported that the Footscray Road level crossing will close this weekend and be replaced
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by the new line under the new bridge.
Bob Whitehead provided a report on progress with works at Craigieburn.
Bob Whitehead reported on progress with the new station at Coolaroo.
Keith Lambert advised that Nos.7 � 11 Roads at Dandenong are to be removed.
Keith Lambert described a proposal to install a tramway square crossing at Long Island Junction as a
trial.  This is a new design of crossing for tramway squares and will be tested at 50 km/h.  If successful,
this new design will be used to replace existing tramway squares in the metropolitan area.
Keith Lambert announced that Ron McLeod passed away three weeks ago.  Ron was the Senior
Safeworking Inspector at Flinders Street between 1975 � 1989.
Glenn Cumming remembered that in 1986, Warren Doubleday organised an SRSV signal box tour of the
tramway square signal boxes and our escort on that day was none other than Ron McLeod.  Ron was our
guide on this day because of many activities across the metropolitan area requiring supervision by
Safeworking Inspectors and Ron was the only man available for our tour!
Colin Rutledge provided details of proposed works across Victoria.  A summary follows: �
* Current V/Line works policy is to re-signal a location if alterations are necessary
* Mechanical semaphore signals on the bracket post at Dunolly to be converted to LED.  All other signals

at Dunolly will be converted to LED at the same time
* A closing key switch will be provided at Camperdown
* Murchison East will be re-signalled including removal of semaphore signals in the week after Easter
* Shepparton will be re-signalled including removal of semaphore signals by 30 June 2009
* Meredith to be re-signalled including removal of semaphore signals by 30 June 2009
* Removal of semaphore signals from Bealiba has been proposed
* Removal of semaphore signals from Hattah has been proposed
* Broadford to be re-signalled including removal of semaphore signals by December 2009
* Up Distant Signal at Wallan to be converted to LED by December 2009
* Dingee to be re-signalled including removal of semaphore signals by December 2009
* Swan Hill to be re-signalled in the next financial year
* Charlton, Bridgewater and Boort to have semaphore signals removed.  Now living on �borrowed

time�.
* Funding will be used to refurbish flashing light installations with work to be completed by December

2010
* Ouyen will change but still waiting on a final decision
* No plans for Barnes at present due to no trains running
* Locking alterations at South Geelong
* Maintenance on other mechanical frames
* Mechanical frames in the North East will all be gone by December 2010
* At Kilmore east, the closing key on the block shelf will be replaced by a circuit controller on the closing

lever
Bob Whitehead noted that in 1913, instructions were issued to change the signal posts at Kilcunda.
Given that the line opened in 1910, did this work involve a change from steel to timber posts because of
the weather and close vicinity to the sea?  Or was there some other reason?
Bruce McCurry provided a progress report on the commissioning of the new 80 lever interlocking
machine at the Diamond Valley Railway.

Meeting closed at 22:02 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 15 May, 2009 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, Bedford
Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 4/09 to WN 11/09 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

22.01.2009 Swan Hill - Piangil (TON 26/09, WN 4)
On Thursday, 22.1., the Train Order section Swan Hill - Piangil was booked out of use due to track
condition. Baulks were provided at 347.250 km on the Down side of Murray Valley Highway.

24.01.2009 Ararat (SW 11/09, TON 25/09, WN 4)
As from 0001 hours Saturday, 24.1., Operating Procedure 82 was amended to allow the Staff for the
Ballarat - Ararat section to be secured in a locked box at Ararat. This will avoid transfering the Staff by
road between Ballarat and Ararat.
Commencing on Saturday, 24.1., the Driver of the last Down broad gauge passenger service each day
will lock the Train Staff away at Ararat, and the Driver of the first Up broad gauge passenger service the
following day will collect the Train Staff.
In addition, clause k is amended so that when a Low Speed Caution indication is displayed on Up Home
265/18 for a movement towards Ballarat, or the Driver has been issued with a Caution Order to pass the
Home at Stop, the speed restriction will only apply until the train is opposite Down Home 265/8.

(27.01.2009) Section 34, Book of Rules and Operating Procedures (SW 12/09, WN 4)
A full list of current Operating Procedures was published.
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(27.01.2009) North Geelong C (SW 10/09, WN 4)
Operating Procedure 57 (Corio Independent Goods Lines) was amended to include the instructions for
the East Yard (SW 203/08).
Operating Procedure 58 (North Geelong C) was updated with regards to Thompsons Road following the
transfer of the signalling to the ARTC (SW 177/08).

29.01.2009 Toolamba - Echuca (TON 28/09, WN 5)
On Thursday, 29.1., the Train Order section Toolamba - Echuca was booked out of use due to track
condition. Baulks were provided at Echuca at the Stop Board on the Up side of the Murray Valley
Highway. The junction points at Toolamba have been clipped normal.

31.01.2009 Broadmeadows - Somerton (SW 29/09, WN 5)
On Saturday, 31.1., the Almurta Ave pedestrian crossing was recommissioned after the standard gauge
line was relocated.

(02.02.2009) Vite Vite Loop - Tatyoon Loop (SW 13/09, WN 5)
Diagram 124/08 (Vite Vite Loop - Tatyoon Loop) replaced 80/08 as in service.

(02.02.2009) Ararat (TON 31/09, WN 5)
Due to the condition of some SW5P keys, the arrangements shown in TON 25/09 are suspended and the
Train Staff will be transferred to Ballarat each night and returned the following morning.

07.02.2009 Franklin St (SW 31/09, WN 6)
On Saturday, 7.2., the following signals were converted from United Group TC1 LEDs to United Group
TC2 Tri-colour LEDs: 483, 554, 710, and 807.

08.02.2009 Westgarth (SW 34/09, WN 6)
On Sunday, 8.2., automatic pedestrian gates were commissioned at Westgarth St (7.478 km). Amend
Diagram 1/09 (Jolimont - Merri & Westgarth).

08.02.2009 Diamond Creek (SW 28/09, WN 6)
On Sunday, 8.2., the 1000V 3 phase signal supply was commissioned and the 240/110V supply was
relegated to a stand-by supply.

(10.02.2009) Dunolly (TON 47/09, WN 6)
Commencing at once the Up end trailable points have been booked out of use due to bent point
rodding. All rail traffic is to be routed via No 2 Track and Dunolly is to be staffed for all rail traffic. TON
42/09 (Through Train Order for 9126) is cancelled.

(10.02.2009) Morton Plains (TON 49/09, WN 6)
The siding has been booked out of use due to track condition. The main line points have been spiked
and clipped.

(10.02.2009) Bayswater (SWP 04/09, WN 6)
Operating Procedure 40 (Bayswater Train Maintenance Facility) was amended to include Home BAY307
in clause (i).

14.02.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 42/09, WN 7)
On Saturday, 14.2., the following signals on the City Circle Viaduct were converted to United Group tri-
colour LEDs: 084, 085, 086, 087, 127, 148, and 150. The fixed red lights were converted to Westinghouse
LEDs. The Low Speed light on Post 150 was converted to a Westinghouse 90 dot LED.

15.02.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 43/09, WN 7)
On Sunday, 15.2., the following signals on the Burnley Loop Viaduct were converted to United Group
tri-colour LEDs: 284, 285, 286, 287, 307, 328, and 330. The fixed red lights were converted to Westinghouse
LEDs. The Low Speed light on Post 330 was converted to a Westinghouse 90 dot LED.

15.02.2009 Kilmore East (SW 15/09, WN 7)
Between Wednesday, 11.2., and Sunday, 15.2., the following alterations took place:
* Posts 1 and 1B (co-acting Down distants) were replaced by a new LED distant located 1100 metres in the

Up direction at 61.360 km.
* Post 3 (Down Home) was relocated 88 metres in the Up direction to a point adjacent to the new standard

gauge signal.
* Posts 2 (Up Starting), 5 (Up Home), 9 (Down Home), and 10 (Up Home) had the mechanical arm replaced

by a 2 position LED head.
* Posts 11 (Down Home and Calling-on) and 13 (Up Home) were converted from incandescent light

signals to LED signals.
* Posts 4 and 6 (Disc signals to and from the refuge) were abolished.
Amend Diagram 86/08 (Heathcote Junction - Kilmore East).

(17.02.2009) Train Order Territory, Status of Locations and Requirements for Master Keys (SW 21/09, WN 7)
SW 157/08 was reissued to reflect the abolition of Train Orders on the Seymour - Wodonga line, and the
replacement of Winchelsea by Moriac as a block post.

19.02.2009 Spencer St (SW 39/09, WN 8)
On Thursday, 19.2., Posts SST522, SST529, and SST556 were changed from R4 style to U2L style to im-
prove signal clearances.
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19.02.2009 Litchfield (SW 16/09, WN 7)
On Thursday, 19.2., the existing flashing lights at Borung Highway (353.111 km) were converted to
boom barriers operated by a predictor. Road traffic active advance warning signs were provided. Trains
travelling over 50 km/h approaching the level crossing may accelerate after passing the predictor
indicator board.
The existing push buttons at the Down end points for control of the level crossing will be replaced by
V5PSW keyswitches. Indicating lights will be provided to show the operation of the active advance
warning signs. When the master key lock on the Down end points has been unlocked the approach
operation of the boom barriers will be cut out. The existing notice board at the Down end points has
been replaced by a new notice board situated between the points and the level crossing lettered �Shunt-
ing trains must not enter the crossing until boom barriers are horizontal�.
Diagram 98/08 (Donald Loop to Morton Plains) replaced 94/08.

20.02.2009 Spencer St (SW 39/09, WN 8)
On Friday, 20.2., Posts SST584 and SST589 were changed from R4 style to U2L style to improve signal
clearances.

21.02.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 47/09, WN 8)
On Saturday, 21.2., Posts 685, 686, 687, 688, 709, 730, and 748 (Caulfield Loop Viaduct) were converted to
United Group Tri-colour LEDs (the fixed red units were replaced by Westinghouse LED units). The low
speed light on Post 730 was converted to a 90 dot Westinghouse LED unit.

22.02.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 48/09, WN 8)
On Sunday, 22.2., Posts 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 569, and 570 (Northern Loop Viaduct) were converted to
United Group Tri-colour LEDs (the fixed red units were replaced by Westinghouse LED units). The low
speed light on Post 570 was converted to a 90 dot Westinghouse LED unit.

22.02.2009 South Geelong - Marshall; Issue of Train Orders (SW 20/09, WN 7)
Operating Procedure 64 (South Geelong - Marshall Issue of Train Orders) has been amended to refer to
Marshall Block Point. Train Crews are also authorised to transfer a Master Key from South Geelong to
Marshall while awaiting the issue of a Train Order.

22.02.2009 Moriac Block Point (SW 20/09 & 22/09, WN 7 & 8)
On Sunday, 22.2., a block point was provided at 98.000 km. The single line sections will be Marshall -
Moriac Block Point - Camperdown. Bi-directional end of train detection will not be provided. Location
clearance signs were provided on the rear of the Up and Down location boards. SW 313/06 and SW 77/
08 are cancelled.
Operating Procedure 64B (Moriac Block Point) was issued.
A signaller must be on duty at Moriac Block Point when using the block point for follow on moves. The
signaller is to advise the train crew and the train controller if the train has passed complete. The signal-
ler must inform the train controller when commencing and ceasing duty.
Unless instructions are issued to the contrary, trains will not normally be issued with a Train Order to
proceed to Moriac Block Point. Should it be necessary for a passenger train to be advanced to Moriac
Block Point to assist with a disabled train, arrangements must be made to detrain the passengers at a
suitable platform before Moriac Block Point (if practicable), and the block point is to be attended by a
qualified signaller.
As from Sunday, 22.2, Train 9220 (Westvic Container Siding to Appleton Dock) is authorised to be issued
with a Train Order to proceed to Moriac Block Point if required.

22.02.2009 Winchelsea (SW 20/09, WN 7)
On Sunday, 22.2., the mechanical home signals were abolished. Winchelsea is no longer available for
follow-on Train Order movements.
Down Home E, Up Home H, and both location boards were abolished. The signal quadrants and
keyswitches on the platform were abolished. The keyswitches at the Up end for Up Home F and opera-
tion of the flashing lights at Hesse Rd were abolished. The keyswitches at the Down end for Down
Home G and operation of the flashing lights at Cressy Rd were abolished. The noticeboards at the Up
and Down ends of the platform for movements towards the level crossings were abolished.
Up Home (Light) F and Down Home (Light) G were converted to two position Automatic signals with
LED heads. The flashing lights at Hesse Rd (113.557 km) and Cressy Road (114.076 km) are now operated
automatically for all trains. V5PSW keyswitches were provided at the Up and Down ends of the plat-
form to restore the Automatic signals to stop and cancel the operation of the flashing lights. The
keyswitches will only be effective if the platform track is occupied and a 60 second time delay will apply
before the flashing lights will cease to operate. When the keyswitches are restored to �Proceed� the
Automatic signal will clear after the flashing light has been operating for 12 seconds.

22.02.2009 Dandenong - Cranbourne (SW 51/09, WN 8)
On Sunday, 22.2., the heads on Posts CBE791 and CBE792 were replaced and the buffer signal on Plat-
form 1 was relocated 1.5 metres behind the baulks. The Sigview software for Cranbourne was modifed.

28.02.2009 Laverton (SW 54/09, WN 9)
On Saturday, 28.2., No 3 Track was abolished. Points 5 & 9 and Homes LAV26 and LAV28 were abol-
ished. Amend Diagram 123/06 (Altona Junction - Laverton).
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01.03.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 55/09, WN 9)
On Sunday, 1.3., Posts 740, 823, 824, 825, 826, and 828 (Through Suburban Viaduct) were converted to
United Group Tri-colour LEDs. The low speed light on Post 740 was converted to a 90 dot Westinghouse
LED unit.

01.03.2009 South Geelong (SW 24/09, WN 9)
On Sunday, 1.3., the existing flashing lights at Swanston St (74.844 km) were converted to boom barriers.
The boom barriers will be continue to be operated by a level crossing predictor for Up movements
(only).
Approach section indicator boards are provided on the siding between Siding B and the Queenscliff
Siding. Train movements past the approach section indicator boards will start operation of the boom
barriers. The existing noticeboard for movements between Siding B and the Queenscliff Siding across
Swanston St were replaced by noticeboards lettered �Trains must Stop and not enter crossing until boom
barriers are horizontal�.
Diagram 104/08 (South Geelong) replaced 48/05.

(03.03.2009) Watchem (TON 62/09, WN 9)
No 3 Road has been booked out of service due to track condition. The main line Master Key locked
points have been spiked and clipped normal.

06.03.2009 Murtoa - Hopetoun (TON 78/09, WN 10)
On Friday, 6.3., the line between Murto and Hopetoun was booked back into service.

07.03.2009 North Geelong - Corio (SW 25/09, WN 10)
On Saturday, 7.3., a set of dual gauge points was provided in the Corio Independent Goods Line. The
points face Up trains and are situated on the Up side of Points 37. Home CGL42 was relocated 100 metres
in the Up direction, and Points 37 were relocated 8 metres in the Down direction. The points are secured
normal. Amend Diagram 116/08 (North Shore to North Geelong).

(10.03.2009) Siemens Trains (SW 62/09, WN 10)
Due to a number of over-runs at the start of Autumn, drivers must reduce speed to 30 km/h at the start
of a platform where the train is scheduled to stop (except where other prescribed speed restrictions
apply), and to 30 km/h a platform length away from a signal showing Stop.

10.03.2009 Murtoa - Hopetoun (TON 79/09, WN 10)
On Friday, 6.3., the line between Murto and Hopetoun was booked out of service for track maintenance.
Baulks were provided at the �Commence Train Order Working� board (299.066 km).

13.03.2009 Mildura (TON 85/09, WN 11)
On Friday, 13.3., No 5 Road and the Down end access to Nos 3 and 4 Roads were booked out of service.
The points in No 2 Road were spiked normal. Baulks were provided in Nos 3 and 4 Roads to give 250
metres standing room in each road.

14.03.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW /09, WN 11)
On Saturday, 14.3., the following Automatic signals were converted to uncontrolled Home signals: 685,
686, 687, 688 (Caulfield Loop Viaduct). Low speed lights are not provided on these Home signals.

14.03.2009 Baxter (SW 67/09, WN 11)
On Saturday, 14.3., boom barriers and automatic pedestrian gates were commissioned at the Baxter-
Tooradin Rd (52.168 km). Amend Diagram 15/08 (Leawarra - Stony Point).

15.03.2009 Flinders St - Spencer St (SW /09, WN 11)
On Sunday, 15.3., the following Automatic signals were converted to uncontrolled Home signals:
* 085, 086, 087 (Clifton Hill Loop Viaduct)
* 285, 286, 287 (Burnley Loop Viaduct)
* 495, 496, 497, 498 (Northern Loop Viaduct)
Automatic signals 148 (Clifton Hill Loop Viaduct) and 328 (Burnley Loop Viaduct) were converted to
controlled Home signals:
Low speed lights are not provided on these Home signals. Post telephones are not provided and drivers
must contact the signaller at Metrol by either the trunked radio, mobile phone, or train to base radio
(via Centrol).
Diagram 11/09 (Flinders St (West)) replaced 85/07.

15.03.2009 Preston (SW 68/09, WN 11)
On Sunday, 15.3., traffic light co-ordination was provided at Murray Road. The incandescent flashing
lights were converted to LED.

(17.03.2009) Altona Junction - Laverton (SW 63/09, WN 11)
Diagram 07/09 (Altona Junction - Laverton) replaced 123/06 as in service.

(17.03.2009) North Shore - North Geelong (SW 26/09, WN 11)
Diagram 14/09 (North Shore - North Geelong) replaced 116/08 as in service.

(17.03.2009) Bairnsdale (SW 32/09, WN 11)
Diagram 16/09 (Bairnsdale) replaced 72/08 as in service.
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ELECTRIC STAFF SWITCHING IN VICTORIA

PART 1 - �WITH TRAIN� SWITCH BOXES

While electric token systems, such as the electric staff, are
extremely safe they are also inflexible. With double line
block it is normal practice to close block posts and lengthen
the sections to suite the traffic offering, saving substantial
staff costs. This saving became more important as the twen-
tieth century developed and working hours were reduced
and pay rates increased. With a token system the sections
were fixed and could not easily be lengthened or short-
ened.

In Victoria this was a particular issue as the Victorian
Railways had a largely single track system outside Mel-
bourne with a low but very variable traffic. For example,
the shipment of grain was heavily concentrated in the sum-
mer months and required many extra trains. Even the grain
seasons would vary from year to year - a bad grain season
would generate little additional traffic. A further issue was
that signalling was primarily attended to by the station
staff that were normally on duty for commercial purposes.
It was very uneconomic to staff stations overnight for, per-
haps, one or two trains. It is not surprising that Victoria
was innovative in developing flexible variations in token
systems.

According to David Stirling in �Single Line Operation�
in Volume 2 of �The History and Development of Railway
Signalling in the British Isles�, the first patent (962/1892)
for switching out electric token systems was obtained by
Webb and Thompson in 1892. The philosophy behind this
patent was based on the concept of switching out on dou-
ble lines, and the switch box �switched out� the short sec-
tion staff instruments at the switching station and the long
section instruments were consequently used for both short
and long section working. A separate column in the long
section instruments was used for each type of staff and the
signalman was responsible for extracting the correct staff.
This system was not successful, although the patent was
the basis for a commercial product.

Tyer subsequently patented a similar system in 1893
for tablet instruments which included device to exchange a
short section tablet for a long section tablet (Patent 12144/
93). Dutton and Neville developed Tyer�s system and pat-
ented a system in 1895 which interlocked the signals at the
switching station and provided full protection to the tablet
instruments (Patent 17195/95). This was brought into use
in January 1895 on the Neath and Brecon Railway and fi-
nally approved, for use by goods trains only, by the BoT in
1896. This system still used the long section instruments to
work the short sections, but required a second line wire.
The inventors realised that this second line wire could be
used for separate long section instruments giving a sim-
pler system and patented this arrangement in 1896 (Patent
6746/96). This system was in use on the GWR by 1900. The
BoT accepted this system for passenger trains and it was
subsequently marketed by McKenzie and Holland. Pre-
venting the extraction of tablets from the short and long
section instruments was performed by breaking the line
wires rather than physically locking the instruments by
removing tablets. The process of switching out involved
proving that no tokens were out of the long section and
then breaking the long section line wire and connecting
the short section line wires. Switching in was similar. Break-
ing and connecting the line wires was done by keys which
were also used to interlock the switch box with the inter-
locking frame. This general approach appears to have been
the most popular in the UK.

The use of a switch box in which two short section to-
kens were exchanged for a long section token was a rela-
tively late idea. The first known UK installation was on the
Irish Cork, Bandon & South Coast Railway around 1909
using electric staff. This was probably the Railway Signal
Company system that was illustrated in their �S Pattern�
catalogue of 1913. In this a rectangular iron box contained
three drawers which were mechanically interlocked. Plac-
ing a short section staff in the top and bottom drawers
mechanically released the middle drawer containing the
long section staff. From the illustration it appears that gauge
blocks were provided to ensure that the correct staff went
in each drawer, and the circuit diagram shows that the
switch box was not electrically connected to the staff in-
struments at all.

In Victoria, two systems were used to shorten long elec-
tric staff sections in busy periods before the adoption of
switch boxes in 1911.

The first system was to seasonally open and close elec-
tric staff stations. The first instructions for temporarily
disestablishing electric staff stations were issued in August
1903 (WN 35) and were first used at Wunghnu and Deer
Park. By the issue of the 1908 General Appendix these had
been amplified into the �Special Instructions for Opening
and Closing of Electric Staff Stations�. Switch boxes were
not provided at these stations. Instead, the District Traffic
Inspector and Electrical Officer were jointly responsible
for swapping the long section staffs and short section staffs
when opening and closing. The rules do not include much
technical detail, but by 1908 a lockable switch was pro-
vided at the intermediate electric staff station to disconnect
the short section instruments and switch the line wire to
long section working (and vice versa). No mention was
made in the rules about altering the wiring at either of the
long section staff stations, and so it appears that the long
section instruments were used for both long and short sec-
tion working. If so, it is not clear how the staff gauges were
handled. By the 1913 General Appendix, the instructions
had been again amplified. The process of opening or clos-
ing a staff station now involved the Block and Signal In-
spector and Electrical Officer to swap the staffs over, and
the Electrical Fitter who actually switched in the interme-
diate instruments. The lockable switch was no longer men-
tioned and presumably the electrical fitter directly altered
the connections. By April 1919, these instructions had been
amplified yet again and were now titled �Opening and
closing of Electric Staff (or Tablet) stations where switch-
ing instruments are not provided� as the �with train�
switch boxes were now in service. The instructions included
a list of 17 staff stations where the electric staff instruments
were switched in in this fashion. These instructions were
still included in the 1979 General Appendix, but the last
station specifically mentioned that was worked in this fash-
ion was Ebden in the 1953 General Appendix.

The alternative to opening an electric staff station was
to temporarily replace the long section electric staff sec-
tion with two staff and ticket sections. Where this occurred
regularly in section equipped with large staff instruments,
a Divided Staff was provided in the long section. A full
history of Divided Staffs in Victoria is given in �Some Notes
on the Divided Staff as used on the Victorian Railways� by
Jack Maclean (Somersault Vol 14 No 4, No 5, & No 6, and
Vol 15 No 1). A divided staff was a special electric staff
which could be divided into two parts to form the Train
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Staffs for the short sections. The equipment costs for this
alternative were far cheaper than opening the intermedi-
ate station as an electric staff station, and it was far more
convenient as the signalmen could do it themselves. On
the other hand, the short sections were worked under the
less flexible staff and ticket system. The first known Di-
vided Staff was provided at Curdie�s River Junction
(Timboon Junction) in September 1903 although it is possi-
ble that one may have been provided at Connewarre by
January 1900.

The seed for the provision of electric staff switch boxes
may have been planted around 1907/8 by the provision of
a �Special Box� to open (Burrumbeet Park) Racecourse Junc-
tion as a staff station. This box was described in the 1908
General Appendix as follows:

The Train Staffs for the above Sections [Windermere
- Racecourse Junction and Racecourse Junction -
Burrumbeet], and the Staff for the Section Racecourse
Junction - Burrumbeet Park Racecourse are locked
in a Special Box at Windermere. These Staffs may be
released by the Traffic Inspector as follows:- The
Signalman at Windermere must obtain permission
to withdraw the Special Electric Staff from the in-
strument in the usual way, and this, when placed in
the Special Box, releases the Train Staffs. The Special
Electric Staff is automatically secured until all three
Train Staffs have been replaced and are locked in
the Box, after which it must be restored to the In-
strument, and Electric Staff Working resumed.

Jack Maclean suggests that one reason for the provision
of this �Special Box� was that Windermere became a sea-
sonal electric staff station, and the Special Box could easily
be relocated between Linton Junction and Burrumbeet. The
similarity in idea between this �Special Box� and the sub-
sequent �with train� switching instrument is clear, but no
technical details are known about this box. It appears that
the Special Box was withdrawn in August 1909.

�With train� switch boxes

The first switch boxes in Victoria were generally referred
to as �with train� switch boxes. The name refers to the fact
that it was necessary for a train to be at the intermediate
station when it was opened or closed. The first �with train�
switch box was provided at Timboon Junction in August
1911, and the last new installation was at Langi Logan in
July 1928. Only 12 installations are known, and the last
(Geelong Racecourse) was abolished in June 1956.

�With train� switch boxes were simple in the extreme.
The switch box provided at the switching station had three
openings. When the station was switched out, the two short
section staffs were secured in the outer openings. To open
the intermediate station, a long section staff was taken to
the intermediate station and inserted in the central open-
ing to release the two short section staffs. Removal of the
short section staffs backlocked the long section staff in the
switch box. To close the station the process is reversed.
When a long or short section staff was secured in the box
no further staffs could, of course, be obtained from that
pair of instruments.

Compared with the older system of opening and clos-
ing staff stations, the �with train� switch box had the sim-
plicity and security of the Divided Staff. In addition, the
working of short sections was much more flexible as they
were worked by Electric Staff, not Train Staff and Ticket.
On the negative side, the �with train� instruments required
a special switch box at the intermediate station, two line
wires the length of the long section, and 6 staff instruments.

It was consequently expensive.
Although few were installed, the �with train� switch

boxes formed the basis for all subsequent switch boxes
used in Victoria with the exception of a single installation
of the Railway Signal Company�s system.

Operation

As already indicated, the key operational feature of the
�with train� switch box was that a long section staff had to
be at the switching staff station when it was switched in or
out.

The rules for using a �with train� switch box contained
two varients; one where the station was opened or closed
with a through train (i.e. one going completely through
the long section), and a second where the station was opened
or closed with a local train (i.e. one that was terminating or
originating at the switching station). In the description that
follows the usual convention is followed of referring to
the staff stations as A, B, and C. B is the switching station.

To open B using a through train, a long section staff was
obtained at A or C in the usual way and handed to the
driver. The driver had to be instructed that B was to be
switched in by his train and that he had to stop at B for that
purpose. If B was unstaffed, a signalman could travel to B
by the through train.

Upon arrival at B the signalman would obtain the long
section staff and use it to release the two short section staffs.
He would then give the forward section staff to the driver
(without passing it through the instrument). Before allow-
ing the train to proceed, however, the signalman had to
exchange the �Opening of Signalbox� signal (3-3-3) with
the box in advance and then the �Train Departure� signal
(2). After the departure of the train from B, the signalman
would put the rear short section staff in the instrument and
send the Train Arrival signal. When this had been acknowl-
edged, the �Opening of Signal Box� signal (3-3-3) would be
exchanged with the signal box in the rear, and then the rear
section bells and instrument would be tested. When the
through train arrived at the other end of the section, the
Train Arrival signal would be exchaged and the forward
section bells and instruments tested. One interesting prob-
lem with this method is that the rear section instruments
were not tested until the through train had left - this would
have been an issue if the rear section instruments had failed..

Where B was being opened by a train that terminated at
B (or entered a branch line at B), the procedure was the
same until the train arrived at B. At this point both short
section staffs were placed in their respective instruments
and �Train Arrival� given to the station in the rear. The
�Opening of Signal Box� signal was then exchanged with
both A and C and then the �Cancelling� signal was sent to
the station in advance. Both sections would then tested us-
ing the �Testing Instrument and Bells� signal.

To close B with a through train, a short section staff
would be released at A or C for the closing train. The sig-
nalman at B would then obtain a short section staff for the
forward section. The instructions specially reminded the
signalman not to place the staff in the switch box (as this
would open the short section line wire and prevent bell
signals being exchanged). When the train arrived at B the
Signalman would obtain the rear section staff from the
Driver. He would then exchange the Train Departure sig-
nal with the station in advance, and then exchange the
�Closing of Signal-box� signal (3-4-3) with both A and C.
The short section staffs would then be inserted in the switch
box and the long section staff removed. The long section
staff was then handed to the driver and the train could be
allowed to depart. Note that no Train Arrival was sent to
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the station in the rear as, of course, the train had not yet
cleared the long section. If the train proceeded through to
the other end of the long section, the Train Arrival signal
would sent when the train cleared the long section. If, how-
ever, the train returned to the station from which it came,
the long section staff would be replaced in the instrument
using the �Cancelling� signal.

To close B with a train originating at B was slightly
simpler. When the train was ready to depart the signalman
at B would obtain two short section staffs (the rules were
silent as to what bell signal B would use for the rear sec-
tion, as the staff would go in the switch box and not go
through the section). Before placing the staffs in the switch
box, he would exchange the Train Departure signal with
the station to which the train would go. He would then
exchange the �Closing of Signal-box� signal with both A
and C and then insert and turn the short section staffs in the
switch box. This would release the long section staff which
would be given to the Driver. If the closing train returned
to the long section station from which it started from, the
staff would be restored there under the �Cancelling� sig-
nal. If the closing train continued through the section the
�Train Arrival� signal would be exchanged when it cleared
the long section.

Technical description

�With train� switch boxes were mechanically and electri-
cally very simple. Mechanically, the heart of the switch

box was three interlocking discs that secured the long sec-
tion staff when the short section staff were free and vice
versa. The major mechanical complications were the means
of driving the discs, securing the staffs in the switch box,
and ensuring that a staff was actually in the switch box
before the disc could be moved. The means of doing this
for both the large and miniature switch boxes are shown in
the drawings and photographs accompanying this article.
Before leaving the subject of the mechanical design, it
should be noted that this mechanical design formed the
basis of most of the Victorian non-interlocked and inter-
locked �without train� instruments.

No electric locking was required for the �with train�
switch boxes, however contact barrels were provided to
open and earth the line wires that were not in use. A con-
tact barrels was attached to each short section locking disc.
When a short section staff was secured in the switch box,
that short section line wire was opened and earthed. When
a short section staff was turned to release it, the short sec-
tion line wire was connected and the long section line wire
was opened and earthed. Opening and earthing the line
wire, of course, prevented bell signals being exchanged on
the relevant instruments. The procedures for opening and
closing the switching station consequently had to be car-
ried out in the correct order, otherwise the necessary bell
signals could not be exchanged.

Where magneto instruments were employed on the long
and short sections, only one magneto generator was pro-
vided at the long section staff stations. At least in some

(Below) Portions of drawing N146 showing a large �with train�
switch box. The upper drawing is a plan view showing the three
tubes holding the staffs with the locking discs at the right. The
middle drawing is a vertical section through the rear of the switch
box showing the three interlocking discs, and the lower drawing
is a vertical cross section showing the means used for securing the
staffs in the swtich box. The drawings show the switch box in the
�switched out� position with two short section staffs in the outer
tubes.

In the middle drawing the three interlocking discs located at
the rear of the switch box can be seen. The discs are circles with

segments cut out. The central (long section) disc has two seg-
ments, one at the bottom and one at the top (not seen in this
section due to the contact barrel screwed to the disc). The outer
discs each have one segment. If a long section staff was inserted
into the switch box the central disc would be rotated ninety de-
grees clockwise to bring the segments to the 3 and 9 o�clock posi-
tions. This allowed the outer two discs to be rotated counter clock-
wise ninety degrees to free the short section staffs. Rotating the
outer discs moved the segments on those discs to the 6 and 12
o�clock positions and preventing the central disc from being ro-
tated.

The discs were rotated by means of the feather fitted in the
ends of the staff to normally work the staff locks. In fact, the mecha-
nism was identical to that used in the staff locks. The cone shaped
nib that engaged with the feather can be seen attached to the
middle disc on the plan view.

The only mechanical complication were the mechanisms used
to prevent the discs from being moved without a staff being in the
switch box, and to secure the staff once it had inserted in the tube
and turned.

Preventing the discs from moving without a staff being in the
switch box was the task of the upper lever seen in the vertical
section. When the staff was out of the box, this lever lay in a notch
cut in the top of the disc (this notch can best be seen in the central
disc in the 12 o�clock position). If a staff was inserted into the
switch box, the lever was lifted clear of the notch by the first ring
on the staff, freeing the disc and allowing it to be turned. The
lower lever secured the staff in the switch box once the staff had
been turned. The rear of this lever worked in cam slots cut in the
discs (these slots can be seen in the vertical section). As the disc
rotated the slot raised the front of the lever and and the hook
prevented the staff from being removed.

Contact barrels are screwed to each of the locking discs to
make and break the line wires.

Unfortunately, the drawing is undated, but it predates the
standard drawing management system introduced in the signal-
ling section around 1912.
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staffs have been turned and removed  from the switch box. The
cut-outs in the outer disc have moved away from the middle disc ,
seecuring it and the long section staff. The same mechanism is
used for the Victorian �without train� switch boxes.

The diagrams are of a miniature �with train� switch box and
illustrate how discs are rotated and secured in this version of the
switch box.A barrel with a handle is secured to each locking disc
(shown hatched in this diagram). Each barrel has an off centre hole
in which the miniature staff is inserted. When the barrel is rotated
to operate the locking disc, the hole moves around the centre of the
barrel and brings the ring of the staff behind a fixed projection
securing it in the barrel.

(Right upper) A miniature �with train� switch box in retire-
ment. The switch box is shown switched in (note that the mini-
ature staffs are from Queensland, not Victoria). The three inter-
locking discs can be seen at the rear of the switch box, with the
three barrels running to the front of the box. The barrels are
rotated by the handles at the front of the instrument. The contact
drums are mounted on the two short section barrels, and the long
contact fingers can be seen. (Right lower) Detail of a long and
short barrel in the miniature switch box. The long bar running
across the box at the right between the contact barrel and the
interlocking discs supports three spring loaded levers. These op-
erate in a gated slot in each barrel and prevent the barrel from
being rotated unless a staff is in the barrel and pressed home when
the handle is turned. Each barrel also has four spring loaded pawls
at the side of the barrel between the contact barrel and the front of
the box. These normally sit in holes in the barrel and prevent it
from being rotated. When a miniature staff is inserted in the bar-
rel, the rings push the pawls out of the holes and free the barrel.
The final mechanism to be noted is the slot in the barrel on the
oppsite side of the barrel to the first two pawls. As described
earlier, there is a fixed projection in this slot which prevents the
staff from being removed from the barrel when the barrel is ro-
tated.

(Above) The circuit diagram for the �with train� switch box when
using battery staff instruments with an earth return. The switch
box is shown switched in with the short section line wires con-
nected through and the long section line wiresbroken and earthed.
(Left) Diagrams showing the movements of the locking discs when
switching in a �with train� switch box. The top diagram shows
the box switched out. The outer two discs (with the short section
staffs) are held by the centre disc. In the middle diagram a long
section staff has been inserted into the switch box and turned. The
crescent cut-outs in the middle disc are now aligned to permit the
outer two discs to rotate. In the bottom drawing the short section
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sections, switches were provided at stations �A� and �C� in
order to send the current down the long or short section
line wires depending on whether long or short section
working was in force.

The drawing for the large �with train� switch box, N141,
is undated, but it dates from before the standard drawing
management system was adopted around 1917. There are
no recorded changes to the design.

The design of a miniature �with train� switch box has
clearly changed over time. The switch box illustrated on
the previous page is different in several respects from the
final assembly drawing.

It appears that at least three assembly drawings have
been used for the miniature �with train� switch box. The
first known drawing was probably M7 dated 4 January
1919, however as the first miniature switch box was pro-
vided in 1916 there was probably an earlier drawing. No
amendments are recorded against M7 and it was replaced
on 3 March 1928 by drawing N244. Again, no alterations
were recorded to this drawing before it was replaced by
K176 on 2 October 1934. Drawing K176 covered both the
non-interlocked �with train� and interlocked �without
train� switch boxes. The �with train� switchbox is referred
to as the �Type A� miniature switch box on the drawing,
but it would normally be referred to by its part number
2K176.

Switch box 2K176 differs in several respects from the
switch box illustrated on the previous page. The main dif-
ference is that the bar stretching across the box with the
levers working in the gates to secure the barrel does not
appear on drawing 2K176. Instead, it appears that reliance
is placed on the pawls to hold the barrels in place. A second
difference is that the the mechanism for holding the staffs
in the box was redesigned.

The diagrams that accompanied the instructions for
�with train� switch boxes in the General Appendix imply
that large staff instruments were used for the long section,
and miniature instruments for short sections. This was ar-
tistic license. All three sections were always of the same
type. This was probably because the staffs had to operate
the staff locks in the section, and these were either large or
miniature.

Installations

The installations of the �with train� switch boxes are sum-
marised in the table at the foot of this page.
Timboon Junction.
The first known installation of a large �with train� switch
box was at Timboon Junction and was provided in mid
August 1911. Timboon Junction was situated between
Camperdown and Terang on the Port Fairy line and was,
of course, the junction for the branch to Timboon. No cross-
ing loop was provided at the junction and crossing trains at
there was prohibited.Until 1929 the junction was fully in-
terlocked and was worked from a signalbox. When the
junction was closed the points were secured for the main
line with the up and down main line signals off.

Prior to the provision of the �with train� switch box,
Timboon Junction was opened and closed as a staff station
using a Divided Staff in the Camperdown - Terang section.
The junction was opened as a staff station for the passage of
the Down branch train and was closed after the return of
the Up branch train. Ensuring that both portions of the
Divided Staff were at Timboon Junction when closing must
have been challenging for the signalmen; particularly when
it is remembered that this was before the days of Train
Control. Installation of the switch box removed this com-
plexity. The through staff was taken to the junction by the

branch train. The junction was then switched in and either
up or down through trains could follow after the branch
train cleared the main line. Switching out merely required
both main line sections to be clear when the branch train
arrived back at the junction.

To free the interlocking on the frame when switching
out Timboon Junction, the �with train� switch box was
different from subsequent switch boxes as it incorporated
an Annett lock. Inserting a long section staff and turning it
not only release the short section staffs, but also released
an Annett key. A second Annett lock was provided on the
frame which was flanked by Plunger A on the right and
Plunger B on the left. The instructions for switching in state
�When the Annett Key is turned part way in the Lock, the
Plunger B will drop half way, thus releasing Signal Levers
13 and 12 [the Up Distant and Home signals] which must
then be placed in their normal position. Plunger A must
then be lifted to its full extent and the turning of the Annett
Key completed, this will cause Plunger B to drop the re-
maining distance and release Signal Levers 4 and 1 [the
Down Distant and Home] which must also be placed to
their normal position.� Note that while the Annett Key
ensured that the interlocking was secured during long sec-
tion working, there was nothing to ensure that the inter-
locking was switched in when short section working was
brought into use.

The switching instrument was removed on 30 May 1929
when the signalbox was abolished. The junction was then
secured by a staff lock and an Intermediate Electric Staff
instrument was provided.
Burrumbeet Park Racecourse Junction

The second installation of a �with train� switch box,
and the first miniature example, was also at a junction, and
it also replaced a Divided Staff. Burrumbeet Park Race-
course Junction was the junction for the very short branch
to Burrumbeet Park Racecourse. The junction and the branch
were only used for special traffic to Burrumbeet Park, in-
deed the Working Timetable did not even list the junction
as a staff station. Miniature �with train� switch boxes were
provided in late September 1916. This was the first mini-
ature �with train� switch box.

Technically, the junction was interlocked and worked
from a ground frame. However, no interlocking was pro-
vided between the switch box and the frame. Instead, when
the junction was closed as a staff station, the points were
secured by a staff lock, the signals were crossed, and the
levers secured by a padlocked bar.

Opening periods for the junction are not easy to iden-
tify, but were probably only for the race meetings. It is
possible that Burrumbeet Park was used by the military
during the second world war for the branch and junction
remained available for use until February 1946. In that
month the junction was spiked and the arms of the signals
removed. The switch box would have been effectively out
of use from this time, but it was not abolished until late
April 1950.
Rockbank

The third installation was considerably different to
Timbon Junction and Burrumbeet Park Racecourse Junc-
tion. Rockbank was equipped as an occasional electric staff
station in November 1914 to divide the Sunshine - Melton
staff section during periods of heavy traffic. An interlock-
ing frame and full signalling was provided, but normally
the main line points were rodded to catch points and se-
cured by staff locks. When required the interlocking was
connected up and the staff instruments brought into use. In
early December 1916 miniature �with train� switching in-
struments were provided. Presumably this was to simplify
its opening as a staff station, but the degree of simplifica-
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tion is open to question as it was still necessary to connect
up the interlocking.

It is not know how frequently Rockbank was opened,
but the Weekly Notice does not record any openings. If
opened at all, it was probably only open for the Christ-
mas/New Year and Easter traffic. The 1919 General Appen-
dix records that the staff locks were still in place. Rockbank
was permanently opened as an electric staff station in mid
May 1920, and the switch box was presumably out of use
from this date together with the long section instruments.
The switch box was finally removed at the beginning of
July 1923. It is possible that the miniature switch box was
reused at either Geelong Racecourse or Armytage.
Armytage

Armytage was a station situated between Winchelsea
and Birregurra on the South Western line. It was opened as
a staff station in late August 1911 and closed in mid Sep-
tember 1912. In September 1915 it was opened as a perma-
nent staff station, but in late August 1917 a large �with
train� switch box was provided. This was replaced with a
miniature �with train� switch box on 18 September 1928
when miniature instruments were provided between South
Geelong and Colac.

Armytage was primarily switched in to cross the after-
noon up and down passenger trains in the early evening. It
was the first location where specific trains were specified
to switch the station in and out. For example, by June 1922
Armytage was switched in daily (except Thursday) by No
11 Up (the Up Forrest Goods around 1550) and out by No 13
Up Goods around 2100. The Up Forrest Goods did not run
on Thursdays and on those days it was switched in by No 3
Down Passenger and out, again, by No 13 Up Goods. In
October 1928 the SM was replaced by an Operating Porter
who started his day working the Forrest goods out from
Birregurra and return. The Porter returned to Armytage by
the Goods and, on its arrival, opened Armytage as a staff
station. Armytage was still switched in daily in 1930, but
WN 19/33 noted that Armytage would only switch in as
required by Train Control Geelong.

In February 1936 the Block and Signal Inspector at
Geelong issued the following instruction:

On Tuesdays and Thursdays the Signal Porter,
Armytage, does not sign on duty until 4 pm.

In the event of circumstances arising that will
require Armytage being switched in as a staff sta-
tion on these days for the purpose of crossing Nos
15 and 38 passenger trains, and it is necessary to
despatch the through staff from Birregurra per the
mail motor, the staff must not be permitted to leave
Birregurra unless accompanied by an employe quali-
fied to take charge of signalling duties at Armytage
or until definite arrangements have been made for
the Signal Porter, Armytage, to be in attendance.

If unable to raise the Signal Porter, Armytage,
on the Selector of Staff telephones, the Postal phone
which is connected to his residence must be used.

The following telegram was sent by the AGST to the
District Superintendent, Block Inspector, and Control
Geelong, and the Stationmasters at Winchelsea, Armytage,
and Birregurra on 1 April 1940:

Pina Geelong. Yuka Signal Porter from Armytage
who runs Forrest line train Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays return Birregurra to Armytage by road
motor car. He will obtain through section staff
Winchelsea - Birregurra from Signalman at
Birregurra prior to departure from that station and
carry staff by road car to Armytage for the purposes
of switching in that station as an Electric Staff sta-

tion for the crossing of Nos 47 and 64. Zany Zebu.

This was followed by the following telegram on 22
May 1940:

Pina Geelong. Signal Porter from Winchelsea 23rd
28th and 30th inst proceed to Armytage by road. He
will obtain through section staff Winchelsea -
Birregurra from Signalman Winchelsea prior to de-
parture from that station and carry staff to Armytage
for the purpose of switching in that station as an
electric staff stationfor the crossing of Nos 47 + 64.

On 16 February 1943 the �with train� switch box was
replaced by a miniature �without train� switch box.
Geelong Racecourse

Geelong Racecourse was, and is, a platform located on
a loop siding in the South Geelong - Moriac electric staff
section. It was opened on 1 April 1912, and in mid January
1918 it was provided with a large �with train� switch box.
It was only open for special traffic to the Racecourse (and
the adjacent Showgrounds). Like Armytage, a miniature
�with train� switch box was provided on 18 September
1928.

The switch box and electric staff instruments were re-
moved on 15 June 1956. It appears that this was the last
�with train� instrument in service.
Bendigo Racecourse/Huntly

Like Geelong Racecourse, Bendigo Racecourse was a
platform on a loop. It was situated north of Bendigo on the
Echuca line and served the adjacent racecourse. A Divided
Staff was provided in North Bendigo Junction - Goornong
section in late April 1914 to allow Bendigo Racecourse to
open as a Train Staff station for special traffic to the Race-
course - possibly military traffic given the date. In Novem-
ber 1918 Huntly was opened as a electric staff station to
serve a wheat store, and the Divided Staff was transferred
to the North Bendigo Junction - Huntly section. Around
August 1919 Huntly became a seasonal staff station, and it
appears that a Divided Staff to open Bendigo Racecourse
was provided in both the short (North Bendigo Junction -
Huntly) and long (North Bendigo Junction - Goornong)
sections.

In late July 1921 a �with train� switch box was provided
at Bendigo Racecourse to replace the Divided Staffs. The
long section was apparently North Bendigo Junction -
Goornong, however Huntly was noted as being available
to switch in as required. Technically, this was quite straight-
forward as the switchbox did not prove the gauge of the
long section staff and so it could either be a Goornong or
Huntly staff. It would even have not required alterations
in the wiring at Bendigo Racecourse as the long section
wire was simply broken at Huntly to form the new shorter
sections. This working continued until March 1923 when
the staff instruments were removed from Huntly. The �with
train� switch box continued to be available for use in the
Goornong section.

Wheat storage sidings were provided again at Huntly
on 31 May 1943. Sometime during that year Huntly was
equipped as a switching electric staff station. It appears
that this used the �with train� switch box and electric staff
instruments from Bendigo Racecourse. Jack McLean, in his
article on Divided Staffs, reproduces a 1944 S Circular for a
race meeting at Bendigo Racecourse in which the racecourse
was opened as a staff station using temporary Train Staffs.

The electric staff instruments and switch box were re-
moved from Huntly on 20 March 1952, and a note in the
Safeworking Scrapbook states that they had never been
used to open Huntly. Bendigo Racecourse was formally
abolished as a switching electric staff station at the begin-
ning of April 1952. I find it difficult to believe that the
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switch box had been relocated back to the Racecourse for a
couple of weeks, and suspect that this was a �book� entry in
the Weekly Notice to document what had already hap-
pened in 1943. A Divided Staff was once more placed in the
North Bendigo Junction - Goornong section to open Bendigo
Racecourse.
Macleod

Macleod was opened on 1 March 1911, primarily to
serve the new Mont Park mental asylum located on the
ridge to the west of the station. On 28 August 1911 a short
goods only branch line was opened to the asylum and
Macleod was opened as a Train Staff and Ticket station
with sections Heidelberg - Macleod - Eltham and Macleod
- Mont Park. It was closed as a staff station at the beginning
of July 1913 and the branch was worked as a siding. In mid
June 1923 Macleod was opened as a switching electric staff
station in the Heidelberg - Greensborough section using a
miniature �with train� switch box. This was almost cer-
tainly related to the provision of the electric service to
Eltham in April of that year.

The Weekly Notice announcing the provision of the
switching facilities also gave the expected usage. Macleod
was normally to be opened by the Mont Park goods (un-
less already open), and closed by the Goods unless a train
would be delayed by doing so. By October 1929 Macleod
was switched in by the last train on Sunday evening and
remained in until the arrival of the 0715 Down the follow-
ing Saturday. By 1939 Macleod was switched in for the
morning and afternoon peaks, and for the passage of the
Down Goods on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. By
November 1947 Macleod was switched in on weekdays by
the first train of the day, and out in the early evening. On
Saturdays, it was switched in four times for short periods
and once on Sundays.

The switch box was removed on 24 April 1955 when the
station was interlocked and became a permanent staff sta-
tion.
Woodvale

Woodvale was opened as a seasonal electric staff sta-
tion in January 1916 to divide the Eaglehawk - Raywood
section. It was subsequently opened for the wheat season
of 1917, 1918, and 1919. In November 1919 it was perma-
nently opened as a staff station. A �with train� switch box
was provided in late March 1923. Woodvale initially
switched in daily; in on MTuF by No 3 Up and out by No 7
Up, and in on WThSa by No 6 Down and out by No 7 Up. By
1948 Woodvale was only switched in as directed by the
train controller. Woodvale was disestablished as a staff
station at the beginning of February 1953 and the switch
box was removed.
Lower Ferntree Gully

As long ago as September 1898 the Ringwood - Upper
Ferntree Gully line was provided with electric staff instru-
ments that were only used during special traffic (excur-
sions to the Dandenongs). Normally, the safeworking was
a single Train Staff & Ticket section Ringwood - Upper
Ferntree Gully. Lower Ferntree Gully was provided with
electric staff instruments for this purpose. However, by
1901 the electric staff instruments were in normal use on
the line and Lower Ferntree Gully was not a staff station.

In early April 1925 a miniature �with train� switch box
was provided at Lower Ferntree Gully, together with home
signals and plunger locking. However, normally, Lower
Ferntree Gully was switched out, the home signals crossed,
and the main line points secured by staff locks.

The Working Timetables simply notes that Lower
Ferntree Gully could be switched in when required. In 1928,
a collection of the major C Circulars records that Lower
Ferntree Gully was switched in on 29-30 January (Founda-

tion Day weekend), 2-4 April (8 Hours Day weekend), 14-
19 April (Easter), 6 June (King�s Birthday), 1 November
(Cup Day), and 24 December - 3 January (Christmas/New
Year period). In each case Lower Ferntree Gully was
switched in on the morning of the first date shown and
remained in continuously until the special traffic ceased on
the last date. It was also noted that a Block & Signal Inspec-
tor had to supervise the opening and closing of Lower
Ferntree Gully.

The �with train� switch box was replaced by a �without
train� box on 29 October 1953.
Teddywaddy

Teddywaddy was provided with electric staff instru-
ments and a large �with train� switch box to divide the
Charlton - Glenloth section on the Korong Vale -
Wycheproof line in mid February 1926. It appears that it
was intended to open Teddywaddy as a seasonal staff sta-
tion, but the seasons must have been bad and it does not
appear to have been used until 31 December 1928. Known
opening periods are: 13.12.28-27.2.29, 28.12.32-13.3.33,
10.1.34-28.2.34, 20.1.36-2.3.26, 30.12.36-18.2.37, 28.12.37-
7.2.38, and 12.12.39-26.2.40. No subsequent openings are
known, but the electric staff instruments and switch box
were not removed until early April 1952.

Illowa
Illowa was a very small station on the Port Fairy line

and it reopened as a staff station to divide the Warrnambool
- Koroit  section in May 1906. It remained a permanent staff
station until early March 1927 when a large �with train�
switch box was provided. It was initially switched in daily,
but by 1933 it was not switched in on Tuesday and Thurs-
day. The �with train� switch box was replaced by a �with-
out train� switch box in early March 1946.

Langi Logan
Langi Logan was the final new �with train� installa-

tion. Langi Logan had been opened as an electric staff sta-
tion in September 1913 to divide the Ararat - Maroona sec-
tion on the Portland line after the opening of the Gheringhap
- Cressy - Maroona line. A miniature �with train� switch
box was provided at the end of July 1928. It was initially
switched in daily by No 11 ex Ararat and out by No 7 ex
Geelong.

On 28 July 1932 the station was temporarily closed as a
staff station and the signal porters replaced by a caretaker.
By October 1933, the Working Timetable noted that Langi
Logan was switched in as required, but cautioned that the
crossings shown at Langi Logan against the �as required�
trains were only practicable when Langi Logan was
switched in! By this, one can assume that Langi Logan was
not switched in for regular traffic, but was switched in
whenever the �as required� trains needed to be run. The
�with train� instrument was replaced by a �without train�
instrument on 5 April 1946, but this instruction continued
to be shown against the station in 1948.

Conclusions

With only 12 installations, all of which were out of use by
1956, the use of the �with train� switch box cannot have
been considered a success. The basic problem with the �with
train� approach was that it was substantially more expen-
sive than providing a Divided Staff or simply opening the
intermediate station by altering the circuits. While it was
more flexible than the first (and could be used on long
sections equipped with miniature instruments), and was
easier to switch in than altering the circuits, switching a
�with train� switch boxes was dependent on the train serv-
ice. With the relatively infrequent train service on most
country lines, a switching location would normally be
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TALES OF THE TELEGRAPH

The Story of a Telegrapher's Life and Adventures in Railroad, Commercial and Military Work

Jasper Ewing Brady

In 1899 J.E. Brady published his autobiography describing his life as a telegraph operator in the US. While working for
the railroads, Brady worked both as an operator and a despatcher. The autobiography reads like a �boys own tail�, with
Brady surviving train wrecks, holdups, and even an indian attack by Geronimo! It is likely that the stories in the book
are considerably embellished. None-the-less, the stories gives fascninating detail about how the US Timetable and Train
Order system actually worked. The chapters reproduced here describe how despatchers were trained and how they
worked to issue train orders. The complete book is available as a download from the Internet Archive at
http://www.archive.org/details/talesoftelegraph00bradiala

switched in for longer than was strictly necessary (thus
increasing staff costs). Worse, the switching arrangements
could be thrown into disarray if a train ran late (or even
early!) or was cancelled. As �without train� switch boxes
would have been only slightly more costly to install, but
were far more flexible than the �with train� switch boxes,
it is not surprising that �without train� switch boxes were
preferred once they were developed.

The �with train� switch boxes would seem to have been
best adapted to intermediate staff stations where trains ter-
minated and originated, such as Timboon Junction and the
various racecourses. The switching station could be switched
in by the first terminating train, and switched out by the
last originating train. However, an Intermediate Electric
Staff instrument would have been a lower cost solution
with little (if any) inconvenience. An Intermediate Electric
Staff solution would have required only one line wire over
the section, and one additional staff instrument instead of

four. The first intermediate electric staff instrument was
installed in mid April 1922 at Chiltern State Rivers Siding
and these were subsequently widely adopted.

The use of �with train�  switch boxes for stations that
were switched in for relatively long periods (such as
Teddywaddy) would seem to be totally uneconomic. The
saving in effort in opening and closing the switching sta-
tion would have hardly justified the additional line wire
and instruments. Where the instruments were switched in
regularly for special traffic (e.g. Lower Ferntree Gully), the
use of switch boxes would seem to be more justified. The
use of �with train� switch boxes for stations that switched
in or out regularly would have either required careful plan-
ning of the staffing arrangements and train services, or a
frequent train service. Probably Macleod was the most suc-
cessful example, and it is not surprising that most installa-
tions used the �without train� switch boxes.

Sending my first order

I had now been knocking about the country for quite a few
years, and working in all kinds of offices and places, and
had acquired a great deal of experience and valuable infor-
mation, so I reached the conclusion that it was about time
for me to settle down and get something that would last
me for a while. Commercial work I did not care for, nor
did I want to go back on the road as a night operator on a
small salary. I thought I had the making of a good des-
patcher in me, and determined to try for that place. I knew
it had to be attained by starting first at the bottom, so I
went up on the K. M. & O. and secured a position as night
operator at Vining. The K. M. & O. was a main trunk line
running out of Chaminade, and was the best road for busi-
ness that I had as yet struck. Vining was midway on the
division, and was such a good old town that I would have
been content to have stayed there for some time, but one
day an engine pulling a through livestock express broke a
driving rod while running like lightning, and the result
was a smash up of the first water engine in the ditch, cars
piled all over her, livestock mashed up, engineer killed,
fireman badly hurt, and the road blocked for twenty-four
hours.

The wreck occurred on a curve going down a rather
steep grade, so that it was impossible to build a temporary
track around it. A wrecking train was sent out from El
Monte, and as I happened to be off duty, I was picked up
and taken along, to cut in the wrecking office. The division
superintendent came out to hurry up things and he ap-
peared so pleased at my work that, in a few weeks, he
offered me a place as copy operator in the despatcher's
office at El Monte. This appeared to be a great chance to
satisfy my ambition to become a despatcher, so I gladly
accepted, and in a few days was safely ensconced in my
new position. The despatchers only work eight hours a

day, while the copy operators work twelve, so they work
with two despatchers every day. I had the day end of the
job and worked from eight A. M. until eight P. M., with an
hour off for dinner, so that I really was only on duty for
eleven hours. The pay was good for me, seventy dollars
per month, and I was thoroughly satisfied. Really all that is
necessary to be a first class copy operator is to be an expert
telegrapher. It is simply a work of sending and receiving
messages all day. However I wanted to learn, so I kept my
ears and eyes opened, and studied the time card, train sheet,
and order book very assiduously.

The first trick despatcher was honest old Patrick J.
Borroughs, a man of twenty-five years' experience in the
business and as good a man as ever sent an order or took an
O. S. report. He was kindness and gentleness personified,
and assisted me in every way possible, and all my future
success was due to his help and teaching. The memory of
the time I worked under him is the brightest spot in all the
years I served in the business. After I had been there for
about five months, he would allow me, under his supervi-
sion, to make simple meeting points for two trains, and
one day he allowed me to give a right-of-track order to a
through freight train over a delayed passenger. Then he
would let me sit around in his chair, while he swallowed
his lunch, and copy the O. S. reports. I was beginning to
think that my education as a despatcher was complete, and
was thinking of asking for the next vacancy, when a little
incident occurred that entirely disabused my mind. The
following occurrence will show how little I knew about
the business.

We had received notice one morning of a special train
to be run over our division that afternoon, carrying a Con-
gressional Railroad Committee, and of course that meant a
special schedule, and you all know how anxious the roads
are to please railroad committees, especially when they
are on investigating tours (?) with reference to the exten-
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sion of the Inter-State Commerce Act, as this one was. We
were told to "whoop her through." The track on our divi-
sion was the best on the whole road, and it was only 102
miles long; we had plenty of sidings and passing tracks,
and besides old "Jimmie" Hayes, with engine 444 was in, so
they could be assured of a run that was a hummer. Mr.
Hebron, the division superintendent, came in the office
and told Borroughs to tear things loose, in fact, as he said,
"Make 'em all car sick."

After he had gone out Pat tossed the notification over
to me, and said, "Bates, here's a chance for you to show
what kind of stuff you are made of. Make out a schedule for
this special, giving her a clean sweep from end to end, with
the exception of No. 21."

Proud! That wasn't the proper name for it. I was fully
determined that this special should have a run for her money
if she ran on my schedule. No Congressional Committee
was going back to Washington with the idea that the K. M.
& O. wasn't the swiftest road in the bunch, if I could help it,
and I had a big idea that I could. Pat told me he would do
the copying while I made the schedule, but as he said it I
fancied I saw a merry twinkle in his honest blue eyes. I
wasn't daunted though, and started to work.

"Order No. 34.
"To C & E, all trains :
"K. M. & O. RAILROAD (Eastern Division).
"DESPATCHER'S OFFICE, 'DS,' October 15, 18
"Special east engine 444, will run from El Monte to

Marsan having right of track over all trains except No. 21,
on the following schedule :

"Leave El Monte, 130 p. m."
Thus far I proceeded without any trouble, and then I

stuck. Here was where the figuring came in, along with the
knowledge of the road, grades and so forth, but I was sadly
lacking in that respect. I studied and figured and used up
lots of gray matter, and even chewed up a pencil or two. I
finally finished the schedule and submitted it to Pat. He
read it carefully, knitted his brows for a moment, and then
said, slowly:

"For a beginner that schedule is about the best I ever
saw. It's a hummer without a doubt. But to prevent the
lives of the Congressional Committee from being placed
in jeopardy, I think I shall have to make another." Then he
laughed heartily and continued,

"All joking aside, Bates, my boy, you did pretty well,
but you have only allowed seven minutes between Sumatra
and Borneo, while the time card shows the distance to be
fourteen miles. Jim Hayes and engine 444 are capable of
great bursts of speed, but, by Jingo, they can't fly. Then
again you have forgotten our through passenger train, No.
21, which is an hour late from the south today ; what are
you going to do with her? Pass them on one track, I sup-
pose. But don't be discouraged, my boy, brace up and try it
again. That's a much better schedule than the first one I
ever made."

He made another schedule and I resumed my copying.
It wasn't long, however, before my confidence returned
and I wanted a trick. I got it, but in such a manner that even
now, fifteen years afterwards, I shudder to think of it.

Running trains by telegraph, how it is done

THE despatcher's office of a big railroad line is one of the
most interesting places a man can get into, especially if he
is interested in the workings of our great railway systems.
It is located at the division headquarters, or any other point,
such as will make the despatching of trains and attendant
orders of easy accomplishment. In riding over a road, many
people are prone to give the credit of a good swift run to

the engineer and train crew. Pick up a paper any day that
the President or some big functionary is out on a trip, and
you will probably read how, at the end of the run, he stopped
beside the panting engine, and reaching up to shake the
hand of the faithful, grimy engineer, would say :

"Thank you so much for giving us such a good run I
don't know when I have ridden so fast before," or words to
that effect. He never thinks that the engineer and crew are
but the mechanical agents, they are but small cogs in a
huge machine. They do their part and do it well, but the
brains of the machine are up in the little office and are all
incorporated in the despatcher on duty. Flying over the
country regardless of time or space, one is apt to forget
where the real credit belongs. The swift run could not be
made, and the train kept running without a stop, if it were
not for the fact that the despatcher puts trains on the side-
track so that the special need not be delayed, and he does it
in such a manner that the regular business of the road shall
not be interfered with.

The interior of the despatcher's office is not, as a rule,
very sumptuous. There is the big counter at one side of the
room, on which are the train registers, car record books,
message blanks, and forms for the various reports. Against
the wall on one of the other sides is a big black board
known as the "call board." On it is recorded the probable
arrival and departure of trains, and the names of their crews,
also the time certain crews are to be called. As soon as the
train men have completed the work of turning their train
over to the yard crew at the end of their run, they are reg-
istered in the despatcher's office, and are liable thereafter
for duty in their turn. The rule "first in, first out," is sup-
posed to be strictly adhered to in the running of trains.
About the middle of the room, or in the recess of the bay
window, is the despatcher's table. On it in front of the man
on duty, is the train sheet, containing information, exact
and absolute in its nature, of each train on the division. On
this sheet there is also a space set apart for the expected
arrival of trains on his district from the other end, and one
for delays. Loads, empties, everything, is there that is nec-
essary for him to know to properly run the trains on time
and with safety. At any minute the despatcher on duty can
tell you the precise location of any train, what she is doing,
how her engine is working, how much work she has to do
along the road, and all about her engineer and conductor.
Generally, there are two sets of instruments on the table,
one for use of what is known as the despatcher's wire, over
which his sway is absolute, and the other for a wire that is
used for messages, reports, and the like, and in case of
emergency, by the despatcher. Mounted on a roll in front
of him is the current official time card of the division. From
the information contained thereon, the despatcher makes
all his calculations for time orders, meeting points, work
trains, etc. Across the table from the despatcher sits the
"copy operator," whose duty it is to copy everything that
comes along, thus relieving the despatcher of anything that
would tend to disturb him in his work. The copy operator
is generally the man next for promotion to a despatcher's
trick, and his relations with his chief must be entirely har-
monious.

The working force in a well regulated despatcher's of-
fice consists of the chief despatcher, three trick despatchers,
and two copy operators, with the various call boys and
messengers. The chief despatcher is next to the division
superintendent, and has full charge of the office. He has the
supervision of the yard and train reports, and the ordering
out of the trains and crews. He has charge of all the opera-
tors on the division, their hiring and dismissal, and has
general supervision of the telegraph service. In fact, he is a
little tin god on wheels. His office hours? He hasn't any.
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Most of the chiefs are in their offices from early morn until
late at night, and there is no harder worked man in the
world than the chief despatcher.

Each day is divided into three periods of eight hours
each, known as "tricks," and a despatcher assigned to each.
The first trick is from eight A. M. until four P. M. ; the
second from four P. M. until twelve midnight ; and the
third from twelve midnight until eight A. M.

At eight o'clock in the morning, the first trick despatcher
comes on duty, and his first work is to verify the train sheet
and order book. The man going off duty checks off all or-
ders issued by him that have been carried out, and his suc-
cessor signs his initials to all orders yet to be obeyed. This
signifies that he has read them over very carefully and
thoroughly understands their purport. As soon as he has
receipted for them he becomes as responsible as if he had
first issued them. He glances carefully over his train sheet,
assures himself that everything is correct and then assumes
his duties for the day. Anything that is not clear to him
must be thoroughly explained before his predecessor leaves,
and he must signify that he understands everything. The
value of that old time card rule, so familiar to all railroaders,
"In case of doubt always take the safe side," is exemplified
many times every day in the running of trains by telegraph,
and the attendant orders. After a despatcher has assumed
charge of the trick he is the master of the situation ; he is
responsible for everything, and his attentiveness, ability
and judgment are the powers that keep the trains moving
and on time.

When all trains are running on time, and there are no
extras or specials out, the despatcher's duty is easy, and
consists largely in taking and recording "O. S. reports," and
"Consists." The "O. S. report" is the report sent in by the
various operators as the trains arrive and depart from the
several stations. A "consist" is a message sent by the con-
ductor of a train to the division superintendent, giving the
exact composition and destination of every car in his train.
When trains are late, however, or many extras are running
or the track washed out, the despatcher's work becomes
very arduous. Orders of all kinds have to be made, engines
and crews kept working together and trains moving.

Down the centre of the train sheet, which varies in size
according to the length of the division, are printed the
names of all the telegraph stations on the division and the
distances between them. On either side of this main col-
umn are ruled smaller columns, each one of which repre-
sents a train. The number of each train is at the head of the
appropriate column, and under it are the number of the
engine, the names of the conductor and engineer, and the
number of loads and empties in the train. All trains on the
division are arranged in three classes, and each class has
certain rights. Trains of the first class are always passen-
gers ; the through freight, and the combination freight and
passenger trains compose the second class. All other trains,
such as local freights, work trains and construction trains
belong to the third class. It is an invariable rule on all
railroads that trains running one way have exclusive rights
over trains of their own and of inferior classes running in
the opposite direction.

What is called the "double order system," is used al-
most exclusively on all single track roads, and if the rules
and regulations governing it were strictly adhered to and
carried out, accidents for which human agency is responsi-
ble, would be impossible. It consists simply in giving an
order to all the trains concerned at the same time. That is to
say, if the despatcher desires to make a meeting point for
two trains, he will send the same order simultaneously to
both of them. If a train is leaving his end of the division
and he desires to make a meeting point with a train com-

ing in, before giving his order to his conductor and engi-
neer, he would telegraph it to a station at which the incom-
ing train was soon to arrive, and from whence the operator
would repeat it back word for word, and would give a
signal signifying that his red board was turned. By this
means both trains would receive the same order, and there
would be no doubt about the point at which they were to
meet.

To illustrate this method, let us suppose a case of two
sections of No. 13 running east and one section of No. 14
running west. Both trains are of the second class, and as the
east bound trains have the right of way, No. 14 must keep
out of the way of the two 13s. A certain point, call it
Smithville, is, according to the time card, the meeting point
for these two trains. But No. 14 finds out she has a lot of
work to do at Jonesboro ; or a hot driving box or a draw
head pulling out delays her, and thus she cannot possibly
reach Smithville for No. 13. She is at Jason, and unless she
can get orders to run farther on No. 13�s time, she will have
to tie up there and be further delayed an hour. The conduc-
tor tells the operator at Jason to ask "DS" if he can help them
out any. "DS" glances over his train sheet, and finds that he
cannot let them run to Smithville, because No. 13 is nearly
on time; but there is a siding at Burkes, between Jason and
Smithville, and he concludes to let 14 go there. So he tells
the operator at Jason to "copy 3," and then he calls Smithville
and tells him to "copy 5." Both the engineer and conductor
get a copy of all orders pertaining to their trains, and the
operators retain one for their records and for reference in
case of accident. Both operators turn their red boards the
first thing, and so long as the signal remains red, no train
can pass the station, without first receiving an order or a
clearance card. In the case supposed the order would be as
follows :

"DS DESPATCHER'S OFFICE, 12, 8 , '98
"Orders No. 31.
To C. & E. ist and 2nd 13, SM.
To C. & E. No. 14, JN.
First and second sections No. 13, and No. 14
will meet at Burkes.
12. (Answer how you understand).
"H. G. C."
The despatcher's operator, sitting opposite to him, cop-

ies every word of this order as the despatcher sends it, and
when the operators at Smithville and Jason repeat it back,
he underlines each word, great care being taken to correct
any mistakes made by the operators. After an operator has
repeated an order back he signs his name, and the des-
patcher then says : ''Order No. 31, O. K.," giving the time
and signing the division superintendent's initials thereto.
The order is next handed to the conductor and engineer of
each train when they come to the office ; both read it care-
fully, and then signify that they understand it fully by sign-
ing their names. The operator then says to the despatcher,
"Order 31, sig. Jones and Smith," and the despatcher gives
the "complete" and the exact time. Then a copy is given to
the conductor and one to the engineer and they leave. On
the majority of roads the conductor must read the order
aloud to the engineer before leaving the office.

Thus No. 14 having received her orders, pulls out, and
when she reaches Burkes, she goes on the side track and
waits there for both 13's, because 13, being an east bound
train of the same class, has the right-of-track over her. The
same modus operandi is gone through with for No. 13, and
when the trains have departed the operators pull in their
red boards. When the meeting has been made and both
trains are safely by Burkes, the despatcher draws a blue
pencil or makes a check mark on his order book copy and
signs his initials, which signifies that the provisions of the
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order have been carried out. Should its details not have
been completed when the despatcher is relieved, his suc-
cessor signs his initials thereto showing that he has re-
ceived it. This is the method of sending train orders, exact
and simple, on single track railroads. On double track lines
the work is greatly simplified because trains running in
each direction have separate tracks. Does it not seem sim-
ple? And how impossible are mistakes when its rules are
adhered to. It really seems as if any one gifted with a rea-
sonable amount of common sense, and having a knowl-
edge of the rudiments of mathematics, could do the work,
but underneath all the simplicity explained, there runs a
deep current of complications that only long time and a
cool head can master. I have worked in offices and been
figuring on orders for a train soon to start out from my end
of the division, when all of a sudden some train out on the
road that has been running all night, will bob up with a hot
box, or a broken draw head, and then all the calculations
for the new train will be knocked into a cocked hat.

The simple meeting order has been given above. The
following examples will illustrate some of the other many
forms of orders, and are self-explanatory.

TIME ORDER
No. 14 has a right to use ten minutes of the time of No.

13 between Jason and Jonesboro.
SLOW ORDER
All trains will run carefully over track from one-half

mile east of Salt Water to Big River Bridge, track soft.
EXTRA ORDER
Engine 341 will run extra from DeLeon to Valdosta.
ANNULMENT ORDER
No. 15 of January 6th is annulled between San- tiago

and Rio.
WORK ORDER
Engine 228 will work between Posey and Patterson,

keeping out of the way of all regular trains. Clear track for
extra west, engine 327 at 10:30 A. M.

When an operator has once turned his red board to the
track for an order, under no circumstances must he pull it
in until he has delivered the order for the train for which it
is intended. In the meantime should another train come in
for which he has no orders, he will give it a clearance card
as follows :

To C. & E., No. 27
There are no orders for you, signal is set for No. 1 8. H.

G. CLARKE, Operator.

At stated times during the day, the despatchers on duty
on each division send full reports of all their trains to the
divisions adjoining them on either side. This train report is
very complete, giving the composition of each and every
train on the road, and the destination of every car. A form
of the message will readily illustrate this :

SAN ANGELO, 5, 16, 18 .
W. H. C.
DS
No 17 will arrive at DS, at 10:20 A. M., with the follow-

ing :
1 HH goods Chgo.
2 Livestock Kansas City.
3 Mdse
4 Emgt. outfit St. Louis.
5 Coal Houston.
6 Wheat Chgo.
7 Empty sys. flats Flat Rock.
Total 26 H. G. B.
All work is done over the initials of the division super-

intendent and in his name. These reports keep the des-
patchers fully informed as to what may be expected, and
arrangements can be made to keep the trains moving with-
out delay. Of course the report illustrated above is for but
one train, necessarily it must be much longer when many
trains are running. At some regular time during the day all
the agents on the division send in a car report. This is cop-
ied by the despatcher's operator and shows how many and
what kind of cars are on the side tracks ; the number of
loads ready to go out ; the number and kind of cars wanted
during the ensuing twenty-four hours; and if the station is
a water station, how many feet of water are in the tank; or
if a coaling station, how many cars of coal there are on
hand; and lastly, what is the character of the weather. On
some roads weather reports are sent in every hour.

In view of all this, I think it is not too much to say, that
the eyes of the despatcher see everything on the road. There
are a thousand and one small details, in addition to the
momentous matters of which he has charge, and the man
who can keep his division clear, with all trains moving
smoothly and on time, must indeed possess both excellent
method and application, and must have the ability and
nerve to master numerous unexpected situations the mo-
ment they arise. He is not an artisan or a mechanic, he is a
genius.

(To be continued)


